FALCON 15

Rotary Mowers

TM

HYDRAULIC POWER

MEETS MECHANICAL

STRENGTH

Unruly vegetation is no match for the hydraulic
Falcon™ Flex-Wing rotary mower. Its strength,
power and safety features such as automatic
H Y D R A U L I C

F L E X - W I N G

shutoff that stops the blades from spinning
when the wings are elevated make it one of
the most advanced mowers on the market.
With the Falcon, you have the flexibility to engage the side of the mower you need without
posing the danger of exposed spinning blades
to your operators or bystanders. This makes
this hydraulic flex-wing perfect for hunting
down overgrown vegetation on expansive
spaces like medians and right of ways as well
as airports, parks and school grounds.
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Designed for optimum performance and safety,
the Falcon™ mows cutting paths ranging from
10’ to 15’. This hydraulic flex-wing incorporates
safety features such as no moving parts on
the top deck and automatic blade shutoff
when the wing is lifted.

Optimal Visibility

The operator has the ability to view site gauges
from inside the tractor cab for continuous
monitoring of hydraulic filter condition, fluid
level and fluid temperature.

Hydraulic Power

Power for the unit is provided by three hydraulic
gear-type motors with a high capacity 53-gallon
tank. The motor control electrical circuit utilizes
environmentally sealed Weather-Pack and
Metri-Pack wire connectors to withstand harsh
mowing environments.

Mount

The Falcon mounts to tractors
with a minimum 50 PTO HP and
features a self-level lift drawbar
hitch design for uniform cutting.

Rugged Construction

Easily
Replaceable Parts

The Falcon shares the same rugged mower
chassis as the field-proven mechanical Eagle™
Flex-Wing. The unit is continuously welded
to enhance strength and durability for rough
municipal mowing.

Bolt-on side skirts provide
ease of maintenance and
replaceable skid shoes
help protect the mower
from damaging ground
contact.

Safety In Mind

Standard double-row chainguards
provide 2-layers of protection to
help prevent material from being
thrown out from under the machine.

Choose Your Width

The Falcon 15’ is also
available in a 10’ version
which is exactly the same
base model excluding the
left wing.

Productivity Includes Safety

The blades will cut 3-1/2” diameter
grass and weeds. A deck ring
prevents the blades from contacting
the top deck. For safety with
productivity in mind, an automatic
shutoff system engages individually
on either wing when lifted above
45°from the ground allowing for
productivity in small spaces without
the hazard of exposed spinning
blades.

Requirements
Warranty: Minimum one year parts and labor.
Non-governmental users are subject to a modified
policy. Only genuine Alamo Industrial parts may be
used for warranty replacement.

Overall Width: 186”
Overall Length: 183”
Overall Height: 85-1/2”
Overall Transport Width: 96”
Overall Cutting Width: 180”
Cutting Capacity: 3-1/2” material
Unit Shipping Weight: 6,350 lbs.

T.M.O.S.T: Tractor Mower Operator
Safety Training
A Member of Alamo Group
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